
ThinkLite LED Tubes 
Break the Light Level Barrier

"Green" businesses have traditionally had to compromise when it comes to lighting their facilities.

 “In the same way that Tesla has re-invented 
the electric car, ThinkLite challenges traditional 
thinking and has re-invented the LED tube light,” 
said Danny Wadhwani, ThinkLite COO/CFO. 
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Now, compromise becomes a thing of the past as ThinkLite® responds to the needs of businesses by announcing its latest 
breakthrough lighting product, the revolutionary high output T8 & T5 LED Tube lights, providing su�cient light for one-to-
one replacements of �uorescent tubes in existing �xtures.

The enhanced performance is the result of ThinkLite’s proprietary driverless design. Until now, all LED tubes required an 
internal or external driver, which consisted of an array of 
over 150 electronic components. Generating signi�cant 
heat, they limit the actual light output that could be 
achieved. ThinkLite engineers were able to replace the 
traditional LED driver with a single microchip to power 
the LEDs, thereby, performing the same functions with 
virtually no heat and much higher e�ciency. ThinkLite has 
also enhanced the surface area of the heat sink enabling the chips to be driven at unprecedented levels. “ThinkLite’s driverless 
technology rede�nes the e�ectiveness of the LED tube. T8 and T5 tubes can now provide equivalent light levels of a �uores-
cent lamp, while reducing energy consumption by 60% and increasing the lifespan by over 3 times, all at an a�ordable price!” 
said Dinesh Wadhwani, ThinkLite CEO.

While there are many choices in the linear led tube market these days, ThinkLite LED tubes are the �rst to actually replicate the 
light levels of even new �uorescent tubes while reducing energy consumption by 60%. ThinkLite’s LED tubes are also available 
in lengths from 2 foot to 8 foot, thereby ensuring that any existing �xture can be retro�tted. The Company has also introduced 
a 2 foot LED U-shaped tube which can be used in many common o�ce building �xtures, as well as a �rst of its kind Dual Shine 
T8 tube that generates both direct and indirect light, an ideal retro�t for �xtures that provide light in both directions.

Additional bene�ts include, a 65,000-hour lifespan, instant on/o�, 5 year warranty and the highest e�cacy of any tube on the 
market. And, with both UL and DLC approvals, ThinkLite’s LED tubes qualify for many utility rebate programs thus assuring a 
quick return on investment.

“In the same way that Tesla has re-invented the electric car, ThinkLite challenges traditional thinking and has re-invented the 
LED tube light,” added Danny Wadhwani, ThinkLite COO/CFO. “ThinkLite tubes are superior to any LED tube currently commer-
cially available. Why change the �xtures when you can simply change the lamps?” adds Wadhwani.

About ThinkLite

ThinkLite is a global lighting e�ciency company that custom designs, manufactures, distributes, and installs energy e�cient 
retro�t solutions to commercial customers and governments. The Company’s e�cient lighting products leverages proprietary 
LED and Induction technologies that speci�cally adapt to existing infrastructures. The Company is headquartered in Natick, 
Massachusetts with operations in 14 countries.


